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Definition: Phishing is a criminal activity using social engineering techniques. “Phishers" 
attempt to fraudulently acquire sensitive information, such as passwords, personal 
information, military operations, and credit card/financial details by masquerading as a 
trustworthy person or business in an electronic communication. Phishing emails not only 
attempt to trick you into giving out sensitive information, but also can include malicious 
software. What this means: These emails may contain mini-programs that will be installed on 
your computer. They may capture your keystrokes or capture your personal files and end them 
to people that shouldn't receive them without your knowledge!!! Most phishing attempts are 
for identity theft, but there is a rise in attempts at gaining access to online banking, federal, 
and defense information. These hidden/unknown threats can put Department of Defense 
operations at risk. 

Spear Phishing is a GREATER threat!!! Spear Phishing is a highly targeted phishing attempt. The 
attacker selectively chooses the recipient (target) and usually has a thorough understanding of 
the target's command or organization. 

The attacker may: 
1. Address the recipient by name 

2. Use lingo/jargon of the organization 
3.  Reference actual procedures, SOPs/TTPs, or DOD Instructions 

WHAT TO DO: 

If you believe you are a target of a phishing or social engineering email, DO NOT DELETE, 
RESPOND, NOR CLICK ON THE LINK WITHIN THE EMAIL. Please save the message to your 
desktop as a ".msg" and forward the message as an attachment to the SOUTHCOM Miami SCJ6 
SPAMBOX at the following email address: southcom.miami.scj6.mbx.omb-spambox@mail.mil  

*** NOTE: The email may appear very genuine. Sometimes these emails have legitimate 
operational and exercise nicknames, terms, and key words in the subject and body of the 
message.  
Be cognizant and vigilant of this threat. Before clicking on any web link within a message or 
opening up an attachment, be sure the source of the email is legitimate. Is it digitally signed? 
The links and attachments can contain malware, spyware, viruses, and Trojan horses. If you 
click on these illegitimate links/attachments, your computer or account will likely be 
compromised. *** 
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